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Introduction 
Prior to drafting the 2017-2021 Banyule Arts and Culture Strategic Plan, significant 
time was spent by the community to provide feedback to Council on the current state 
and future vision of Arts in Banyule. Council has undertaken work in order to analyse 
relevant strategic information, get an understanding of important government policy 
alongside this community feedback. 

This technical report is a summary of all information gathered during the preparation 
of the 2017-2021 Arts and Culture Strategic Plan.  

We thank and acknowledge all the contributors to the information in this document.  

Phase Details Timing 

1  

Project 
Establishment             

The project plan was developed, including 
stakeholder analysis, risk identification, and 
communication planning. 

Community awareness commenced through 
Shaping Banyule (Council’s online engagement 
tool) 

November 
2016 - 
February 
2017 

2  

Research and 
Needs 
Analysis            

A review of the existing Arts Plan was undertaken 
to identify actions to continue or complete in our 
next plan. 

A review of recent national and state literature 
relating to sport, leisure and recreation trends, as 
well as municipal data and key Council 
documents.   

November 
2016 - 
February 
2017 

3 

Issues and 
Opportunities 

Community engagement through on-line surveys, 
workshops, interviews and forums. 

Internal consultation with key departments 

Development of key themes from consultation and 
research. 

Secondary consultation on the key themes with 
key stakeholders. 

February - 
May 2017 

4   

Draft Plan 

A Draft Plan and Technical & Research Report 
was developed based on previous consultation 
and research.   

Community and stakeholder feedback sought on 
the draft plan. 

May – 
October 
2017  

5 

Final Plan 

The Plan to be finalised and endorsed by Council October - 
December 
2017 
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Consultation summary of opportunities 
A variety of opportunities were used to inform the draft plans. All opportunities were 
used to develop the key themes that were used to form the basis of the new draft. 
More detail on the information from these opportunities can be found later in this 
document. 

• Use of Banyule’s community engagement tool kit (Shaping Banyule) 
• Consultation through pop up consultations at Banyule Festival 2017, Banyule 

Train Stations and some of our internal facilities such as MCH Centre’s, 
Leisure Centre’s, Libraries and Community Halls.  

• Household Survey (Random selection) of 500 houses 
• Community Forums – Public City Plan Forums x 4 prior and specific 

Recreation and Arts Forums (1 each) following theme development.  
• Use the existing Banyule Arts and Culture Advisory Committee 
• Engage secondary stakeholders eg: 

o Secondary & Primary schools 
o Neighboring LGA’s 
o Creative Victoria 
o YPRL Libraries 
o Banyule Neighbourhood Houses 
o Local Artists and Pinpoint artists 
o Leisure and Culture contracted artists 
o Historical Societies 

 
Summary of the Previous Arts Plan 2013-2017 
Banyule City Council developed an Arts Plan 2013–2017, with a four year action 
plan, which identified key directions reflecting the arts & cultural aspirations of the 
community during that period. 
 
The Plan’s vision was: 

For Banyule to be known for its distinctive cultural identity and for 
having actively engaged community that is immersed in 
contemporary arts, culture and heritage. 

 
There were five main Goals for the Arts Plan 2013 – 2017: 
GOAL ONE: To have a thriving arts and cultural sector that supports further 
development of, and seeks opportunities for, artists and arts organisations. 
 
GOAL TWO: To have effective communication that increases the reach and 
profile of arts, culture and heritage. 
 
GOAL THREE: To be a provider of, and advocate for, arts, culture and heritage 
experiences for our whole community. 
 
GOAL FOUR: To have arts, culture and heritage activities that build connection - to 
each other and to place. 

 
The four year action plan included 105 actions under the above listed goals.   
22% of actions were completed. 33% of actions were completed and have been 
identified as ongoing. 22% of actions have been commenced but yet to be fully 
completed. 23% of actions were not progressed. Actions not progressed were 
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largely due to resource limitations or priorities being refocused internally – e.g. the 
development of an organisational Marketing & Communications strategy. 
 
The actions have been reviewed as part of the Arts & Culture Strategy 2017 – 
2021 development process. As there are many of synergies between the Goals of 
the previous plan and the Strategic Themes of the new strategy, many of these 
actions will remain relevant. 
 
Some highlights of work from the previous plan include  

• The development and rollout of the Pinpoint program has contributed to a 
thriving arts and cultural sector in Banyule. There are 80 registered artists now 
actively participating in Pinpoint which involves professional development 
workshops and the Pinpoint: art in public places program.  

• Continued development of our online media presence through the Arts and 
Culture E-News, the Arts and Culture Facebook pages and the Pinpoint 
website.  

• Re-establishment of the Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee who 
have advocated for the Ivanhoe Library and Cultural Hub and integral in the 
development of the draft Arts and Culture Strategic Plan. 

• The growth and recognition of Hatch as a central hub of cultural activity.  
• The establishment of Barrbunin Beek as an aboriginal gathering space.  
• Event Mapping was undertaken to visually show where Council and 

Community lead festivals are occurring across the municipality. It was 
discovered that there is a diverse spread of events across Banyule. It was 
decided there was no need for another major festival as Banyule sees a good 
cross section of both larger and smaller events.  

• The introduction of the annual Arts and Culture curated program which has 
built strong connections with internal and external stakeholders such as 
aligning programming themes with our advisory committees. Examples of the 
outputs and outcomes from this program can be seen below.  
 

Examples of outputs and outcomes from previous years: 

2016 – Banyule Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Advisory Committee 
Annual Theme: Nhalinggu Bagung  

Programs and Outputs: 
- Major Exhibition at Hatch Contemporary Arts Space, showcasing the works of 24 local First 

Nations artists 
- Increased supported presence at festivals 
- Re-invigoration of the Barrbunin Beek project 
- Implementation of the Nhalinggu Bagung art group at Barrbunin Beek. 
- Developed the Warrior Games program  
- Supported the need for employment of an Aboriginal Cultural Officer  
Cultural Outcomes: 
- Stimulation – many artists reported experiencing a boost to their practise through 

involvement in the exhibition 
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- Appreciation – increase in awareness of the indigenous community in Banyule and their arts 
practise. 

2017 – Banyule Environment Advisory Committee 
Annual Theme: Water  

Programs and Outputs: 
- Major Exhibition at Hatch Contemporary Arts Space, engaging 2 local environmental artists 

and a local environmental art group to produce new original artworks in collaboration with 
each other and the Banyule Environment Advisory Committee 

- Water and environmental issues as theme for activities and parade at the Kids ArtyFarty Fest 
- Curated through the EOI process, we supported the exhibition of works by Ivanhoe 

Photographic Society, and 4 local visual artists at Hatch Contemporary Arts Space 
- 2017 Banyule Award for Works on Paper themed to water. 
Outcomes: 
- Enrichment – strong response from audience regarding their enjoyment of the exhibition 

eliciting experiences of beauty, being moved by the artworks. 
- Insight –providing deeper understanding of environmental issues to do with water. 

Advisory Committee Timeline 
2018 – Multicultural Advisory Committee – Theme: “Finding Common Ground”  

2019 – Child Youth and Family  

2020 – Disability and Inclusion 

2021 - LGBTI 

 
 

List of Arts Facilities 
Places and venues 

• Hatch Contemporary Arts Space 
• Heidelberg Theatre 
• Jets Creative Arts Studio 
• The Centre Ivanhoe 
• Libraries (Ivanhoe, Rosanna and Watsonia) 
• Neighbourhood Houses and Living and Learning Centres 
• School managed Theatres: Ivanhoe Girls Grammar, Ivanhoe Grammar, 

Loyola College, Viewbank College, and Parade College.  
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Full Literature Reviews  
Following a review of the previous plan Council developed a brief and engaged 
Outside the Square Creative Consulting and LMH Consulting Group to undertake a 
comprehensive review of key internal and external documents. A review of a range 
of current Council policies, strategies and plans along with external strategic 
documents from a variety of bodies were completed to identify key issues, 
recommendations and themes. These issues, recommendations and themes were 
considered in the development of the Arts and Culture Strategic Plan draft. The 
detail relating to the information gathered from each document review is below:  
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Summary from Neighbouring Local Government Areas 
Neighbouring councils have been contacted about facilities, projects and trends that 
we should be aware of when writing the arts plan. 

Council Contact Response 
Nillumbik michelle.zemancheff@nillumbik.vic.gov.au Yes 
Whittlesea Rachel.Francis@whittlesea.vic.gov.au Waiting 
Darebin vicky.guglielmo@darebin.vic.gov.au Yes 
Yarra Arts and Culture Team Waiting 
Manningham gallery@manningham.vic.gov.au  Waiting 

 

The following questions were asked to local councils: 

• Are there any regional facility/projects that are either in a planning or 
development stage?   

• Are there any upcoming projects near the Banyule border that we should be 
aware of? 

• What are your current challenges and emerging trends? 

Responses 

Nillumbik 
Are there any regional facility/projects that are either in a planning or 
development stage?  
Nillumbik’s new Council Plan 2017-21 sets out actions to seek funding for a gallery 
of regional significance.   

The Eltham Community and Reception Centre has recently reopened for business, 
with a new focus on attracting corporate event bookings.   

Are there any upcoming projects near the Banyule border that we should be 
aware of? 
Nillumbik’s The Artisan Hills tourism brand is opening its reach beyond municipal 
boundaries to industries in close proximity.  This includes the inclusion of artists just 
outside Nillumbik’s municipality into the Artists Open Studios program.   

What are your current challenges and emerging trends? 
The most significant challenge is the lack of space for the creation of and 
presentation of the arts, from studios to theatre rehearsal spaces, from exhibition to 
performing spaces.   

The emerging trend is the importance of measuring cultural value.  We are working 
closely with Cultural Development Network in developing an Arts & Cultural Plan that 
embeds indicators for the evaluation of measurable cultural outcomes.   

Whittlesea – Rachel.Francis@whittlesea.vic.gov.au. Do not have an arts and 
cultural plan. 

Darebin - Vicky Guglielmo, vicky.guglielmo@darebin.vic.gov.au 
http://www.darebinarts.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Darebin-Arts-Strategy-
2014-20.pdf “Darebin arts and Entertainment Centre’s revitalisation is a crowning 
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aspiration for the future, to make a statement for the arts and culture along Bell 
Street retail and industrial corridor.” 

Council has also reviewed the Manningham City Council Culture Strategy.  
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Summary of survey responses 
Arts Plan Survey Consultation Summary 
The following is a summary of the Arts Plan Consultation conducted through surveys 
through the Shaping Banyule website. Links to the Shaping Banyule webpage were 
distributed to Banyule Festival attendees, train commuters and through social media 
platforms. Full data can be found in the appendix. 
 
There were 81 respondents. The following graphs represent the demographics of 
respondants. 
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What activities do you currently participate in Banyule? As audience 
(Checkbox Multiple) 
Visual arts and crafts received the highest response (29%), while design received 
the lowest (5%). 
 
What activities do you currently participate in Banyule? As active participant 
(Checkbox Multiple) 
Of the respondent’s 57% said they do not currently participate in activities. Visual 
arts and crafts again is the most popular form of participation. 
 
There are enough opportunities for me to participate in arts and culture 
activities in Banyule (Radio Buttons) 
Respondents have said their either are neutral (36%), agree (25%) or disagree 
(40%) 

If there were more festivals and/or events in Banyule, what would they 
celebrate? (Checkbox Multiple) 
Arts 

Arts 
Health 

and 
wellbeing 

Environme
nt Leisure Diversity Heritage Communit

y service 

54 42 37 36 31 30 21 
Are there any arts and cultural opportunities that are not provided in Banyule 
that you’d like to see, or are there opportunities that currently exist that you’d 
like more of? 
Events for children, links to schools, Heidelberg Artist trail repair, Bigger theatres and 
shows, walking tours, networking events, Community Garden, Better 
communications of what’s on, markets, regional gallery. 
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Visioner Results Summary 
The Shaping Banyule website collected 19 to the questions: 
What is your vision for arts, culture and heritage in Banyule? 
Full data can be found in the appendix. 
 
Arts Summit/Forum Summary  
A community forum was held on Tuesday 6/7/17 with 46 community members in 
attendance. The night was facilitated by Wendy Dunstan from outside the Square 
Creative Consulting. A survey was sent to participants of the summit with a response 
of 2 – this has been included in the appendix. The following is a summary of the 
themes talked about. 

ARTS FACILITIES 
Spaces are underutilised - Empty Spaces 
Losing facilities - Eg Hatch, Rosanna 
Office 
Price of hire. Access to Centre Ivanhoe is 
expensive 
Cultural Facilities not just in Ivanhoe 
Limited facilities for non 2D artists 
Lack of promotion support 
Community Art Spaces and studio for hire 
Professional Venue for contemporary art 
Networking opportunities for artists 
Rehearsal spaces 
Capture the history 
 

SUPPORTING CREATIVE PRACTICE 
Festivals 
Exhibitions 
Successful places have accessible spaces. 
Innovative, New ideas, well priced. 
Hub to develop networking 
Open artist studios 
Professional Development 
Mapping of facilities 
Studio spaces 
Big tick of Ivanhoe Cultural Hub 
consult with artist community - find out what 
they want 
converting pinpoint to a network rather than 
registry 
Cultural mapping 
know what opportunities there are 
making art visible  
supporting programs for adults (not just 
children) 
more funding 
Shop fronts 

PARTICIPATION & PARTNERSHIPS 
Not enough programs or support 
Community Engagement Opportunities 
No civic gather place 
More funding and support 
Gaps between areas and programs 
Look for opportunities through partnerships 

COMMUNICATION & MARKETING  
Website Opportunities  
Digital notice boards in Council facilities 
Use existing groups more to help build 
connections and get message 
Don't rely on digital communications and 
marketing alone with regular Council 
distributions - eg rates notice and Banner 
Facebook - social media pages 
Artists finding out about pinpoint 
Artists promoting themselves to community 
Promotion in shop windows.  
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Council Plan Consultation Summary 
 
Arts and Cultural officers attended Council plan consultation sessions. Below is a 
summary of the feedback from these sessions. Full minutes can be seen in the 
appendix. 

Partnerships 
Work with other Council’s for joint festivals/events 
Using libraries and their spaces, link with scouts etc. 

Festivals & Events 
Festivals are good but a lot of Council money for 1 day event 

Facilities 
Lack of facilities – performance space/rehearsal.  Share facilities need to be at the 
right location 
Needing low cost facilities for artists 

Communication 
Needs to be more about what community are doing rather than Council information 
not knowing what’s on, web access not great 
Arts not as well promoted as sports 

Consultation from Child, Youth and Family Plan 2016-2020. 
The following quotes and images were gathered in preparation for the Child, Youth 
and Family Plan 2016-2020. 
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City Plan Consultation Session Notes 
 
City Plan Forum - Rec & Arts Plan 22/3/2017 
Are there opportunities within the Arts and Recreation space that we’re not 
providing?  Or could improve/provide more of? 

We want more people enjoying and participating in Arts and Recreation. 

How do you think we can best achieve this? How do we overcome barriers to 
participation? 

• Hatch is to view but not to learn 
• Areas in Banyule lacking crossing over 
• Need a practising artist community 
• Crowd funding workshop  
• Hands on workshops 
• Arts hub/hot desks 
• Pop up artist in street scape 
• Utilising pavilion during the day 
• Female facilities – upgrades 
• Re connecting our youth – not all people want to play structured sport 
• Graffiti projects for youth 
• Older residents are limited to what is available in the arts sector 
• Artists in residence in nursing homes/retirement villages 
• Connecting other citizens and youth 
• Need to have more hang out space not just skate parks 
• Festival – lot of time and effort for a 1 day event  
• Do we connect with all our community with this festival? Eg are they just 

coming from Heidelberg, Rosanna, Ivanhoe area 
• Why not have smaller events in other areas  
• Multi Court basketball stadium 
• Multipurpose space (Bellfield stadium) have this like the arts hub in Box hill 

sport and arts combined  
• Lack of volunteers 
• Gyms should have free crèche 
• What can parents do with their kids when they are training for their structured 

sport 
• Meeting spaces through sporting clubs/community centre 
• What is there for grandparents looking after kids 
• Partnerships with schools/sports/arts 
• Provide recreation needs for people looking after kids 
• Transport to festivals 
• Barriers with residents, everyone wants performing arts centre, or sporting 

clubs but not next door to them 
• Community needs to be on board with things not pushing back 
• Providing for females and families – facilities 
• Sporting clubs lack of delivering information to their members 
• Programming using volunteers to help out with activities, eg using gym 

equipment in the park, talking to clubs about what is on offer  
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• Always only committee members knowing what is happening 
• Water play park for children 
• More maps of where playgrounds are and age group appropriate  
• Parking space at Banyule Flats reserve is very inconvenient  

 
City Plan Forum – Rec & Arts Plan – 25/3/2017 
50 plus club (Thai Chi), watsonia pool (flexible passes, classes don’t fill), walk on 
footpaths (don’t use bike path due to isolation, safety, shade is an issue) 

Barrier – aqua aerobics at watermarc has limited numbers 

Son – tennis 

Daughter anxious doesn’t do anything – doesn’t know what’s available. 

Rely on information from word of mouth. Seniors group disperses information on 
other activities. 

Unstructured opportunities work better, you are not as locked in. Don’t have to 
cancel. 

Noticed that Malahang is really well used and has been transformed. Lots of people 
use it and it attracts lots of people. 

Track along the powerlines in Watsonia – will it continue to Bundoora.  Planting 
under powerlines?? 

 

Art Gallery – Heidelberg (Impressionist Lab).   New gallery down by the river is not a 
good idea.  Can’t have everything in our own backyard – boundary facilities – should 
be sharing with neighbouring municipalities.  On a flood plan – waste of money, 
money to go to another facility in Ivanhoe.   Sees Ivanhoe as the art precinct.  Wrong 
people driving it. 

Ivanhoe plans –Colin went through the current plans for the arts hub – go to website 

Festivals – one City – north and south is getting old where money is tight.  Nillumbik 
could invite Banyule’s to be part to their festivals and vice versa.  Treat the city of 
Banyule as one no north and south. 

 

Nillumbik Park run – postcode survey. 350 plus members, 70 Banyule residents 
(Heidelberg plus others) Diamond Creek is an engaging environment.  1500 
registered for Diamond creek parkrun. Member of Diamond Valley Athletic club as 
well.  Yarra Trail would be a good choice.  Need community member to drive it with 
Council’s support (ongoing safety – maintaining trails) and initial funding.  No direct 
funding from Nillumbik at the moment.  Safety of path when other walkers, cyclists 
are present sometime can get nasty.  Immediate response on how you have done on 
your run – times/photo’s etc.  Focus on participation not winning.  Social – get to 
know everyone in the neighbourhood. 
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More people engaged – word of mouth is a success story, social media. 

Promotes pathways to up and coming athletes. Relies on volunteers. 

Structured but non-competitive.  Social engagement – gets people involved, no cost 

Tony and Charlene Rendeena?? – Olympian in the area 

Come and Try sessions, more than 1 – feel more welcoming and engaging them. 

 

Cyclist – Upper Heidelberg Rd bicycle lanes improved (between Town hall and 
Banksia St – road ripply).  Commuter trails not helpful – take too long. 

 

Art Collection – no labels – would like to see artwork labelled for history “original 
Diamond Valley Art Collection”.  Tapestry’s – where are they?  No knowledge of 
HATCH. 

Used to do classes would like to again.  Doesn’t cost too much money. 

City Plan forum – Rec & Arts Plan 28/3/2017 
• Lack of exhibition spaces/facilities/workshop spaces and opportunities to 

encourage artists within Banyule. 
• Group indicated that sporting club facilities would not be suitable to use for 

artists. 
• Group worried that Banyule Theatre would close as it is owned by the 

education Department and it is the only affordable professional theatre space 
in the Northern Suburbs once the school get a new theatre. 

• Needed to be more opportunities for Artistic pursuits. 
• More work needed to be done with Banyule Flats and the Heidelberg Artist 

Trail. 
• A facility like the new Box Hill centre. 
• Opportunities to link community groups (artistic) with Scout Groups or other 

community groups i.e. website improvements, e-news or newsletters. ( 
Currently to Council centric only Council run events)  

• Community Hub for various Artist pursuits. 
• Communication strategy for older adults as well as other community 

members. 
• Libraries great for community communication/could become community hubs. 

City Plan Forum - Arts - 31/3/17 
Harmony Centre, Heidelberg West 

Anything you would like to add? 

- Banyule Festival  
o Great to see people walking to the festival 
o Music more appropriate to older age range of the attendees 

- Festival Review 
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o Reviewing festivals as a whole across the sector and Melbourne 
o Number of events and festivals against the quality 

Are there things we are not doing? 

- Local promotion of local art and artists. A diverse space. Art given a profile. 
o Arts to be promoted as much as sport 
o Showcasing of individuals 

- Art in railways stations across Banyule 
o Currently the Ivanhoe advertising board is sitting empty 

- Not enough festivals and events for performers 
o Nothing to support the kinetic arts (moving arts) 
o No rehearsal spaces for performers that’s affordable for performance, 

film, seniors groups, dance groups, cultural performance and 
workshops. 

- Facilities for hire 
- Artists struggling to find spaces, programs to present in 

How can we achieve and what are the barriers? 

- Support with access to spaces. Schools, Halls and other spaces council has 
knowledge/access to. 

- Support to give artists chances to run workshops and cultural exchange. 
- You need committed staff to take on projects – Eg. Ivanhoe advertising board. 
- Is the Hatch space big enough to hold bigger pieces? What are the 

alternatives? 
- Rosanna offices would have been a fantastic arts, performance space. 
- Generations have a gap of cultural experiences 
- Communication is lacking. Is web access working? Communication needs 

review. 

How do you get information? 

- What’s on in Melbourne 
- Word of Mouth 

Rec & Arts Plan Discussion with Youth – 27 April 2017 
Emerging Issues for youth 

Youth – have a youth plan that they’ve been consulting on.  Using survey monkey 
and concentrated workshops. 

Somali young men – 15-21yrs age 

- Prefer informal recreation. Can’t commit to a team 
- I’d like to play formally but I’m not good enough to make a team to then build up 

my skills to be a participant in formal/competition sport 

Outcome could be more opportunities for 5 a-side, small sided, goal posts 
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Barriers/pressures – family commitments/school work/part-time work/new 
relationships 

Turn to skating/arts/parkour. 

Indoor options are expensive and need to be booked.  Gathering a group of people 
for informal sport is organised through sending out a Facebook message – having 
somewhere with free wi-fi helps to facilitate the communication with friends to get 
people together. 

Young people want places to hang out – safe places where they won’t get kicked out 
or moved on.  Access to free wi-fi helps – play music, socialise on Facebook. A 

Young people will try to find their own spaces – they will create a space that might 
not necessarily be meant as a hang out. 

Young women in sport – social and cultural inclusion – need to be mindful of differing 
cultures and their needs.eg: spaces that accommodate cultural needs ‘dress codes 
to allow for different clothing requirements’.  Using a curtain to separate a court for 
training/activities particularly for women. 

Visual artist – don’t have funds/time to commit to a weekly program. 

Parents often call to find out what’s available, particularly in West Heidelberg.  Have 
trialled having trial-a-sport sessions on a Friday evening for a nominal fee in the 
past.  It was attracted 30+ participants.  

Eg: Friday night ‘Hoop Dreams’ for informal basketball for youth.   Has plenty of 
participants. 

Our basketball spaces in playgrounds/parks are limited in size – not big enough for 
half court.  Rather than just renewing a basketball ring, renew with a half to ¾ court 
size to make it a meaningful space to play 3 on 3 etc.… Make sure it is an accessible 
space. Need to allocate greater resources in the capital works program. Advocacy 
required. 

Kids will travel to the city and outside of Banyule for particular events – arts and rec 
based. 

Art shows through schools could be linked more with the broader community. 

Work with schools early on to link in with local art award themes. It would be great if 
a student’s work could be submitted to local art awards but often the theme doesn’t 
match the work that the artist has done. But if they knew in advance it could be 
coordinated better.   

Be good to have an arts registry/network that youth can be linked into. 

Working with Headspace - possibilities to link programs with this organisation. 

Key Themes: 

• Arts: 
• Communication/Awareness 
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• Access to affordable opportunities 
• One off events – informal opportunities. 

 
Rec & Arts Plan – Disabilities Discussion – 27 April 2017 
Recent consultation with Disability Advisory Groups, Banyule Disabilities’ Services 
Network indicated that: 

• Council being information holder and sharer of information. 
• Council being a conduit for linking/advocating for more opportunities. 

How will Council consolidate information for the community eg: people wanting to 
know what sporting clubs have inclusive facilities/sporting opportunities? 

Vision should be around inclusiveness rather than targeted opportunities.  However 
acknowledging that some opportunities need to be targeted but could be held in an 
inclusive and accessible space. 

Long term objective – inclusivity!  Aim to be fully inclusive.  Community capacity 
building to support groups to become fully inclusive. 

Possible Actions: 

• Tick sheet at pre-planning stage for building renovations, for events and 
festivals. 

• Making clubs more inclusive, making them comply before being given an 
allocation  

• Communication/access training for staff and external groups 
• Promote our programs and events in a way that highlights the inclusive 

elements – crea 
• Learn appropriate language to use when promoting programs/events. 
• Advocacy with  
• Celebrate what we already do and promote this to the community 
• Provide leadership and advocacy rather than needing to be the provider of 

services/programs – Council should be the connector of the gaps not 
necessarily the provider of the gaps. 

• Priority Areas: 
• Advocacy 
• Communication/Awareness 
• Education  
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Arts Summit/Forum Questions  
 
CORE QUESTIONS to be addressed by all tables 

Question 1: What is the overarching purpose of an Arts and Cultural program in 
Banyule? 

Question 2: What’s unique about Arts and Culture in Banyule? (I.e. our point of 
difference) 

Activity: 

1. What are the most important reasons you can identify for Arts and Cultural 
activity and experiences in Banyule under the following headings: 

 
a. Social 
b. Civic 
c. Environmental 
d. Economic 
e. Cultural 

Topic 1 Arts Facilities 

Discussion Topic Time Allowed 
1. What are examples of the current Arts & Culture facilities 

that you are aware of in Banyule? 
(…make a list of the types of activities and the facilities 
used) 

5 mins 

2. What are the benefits and challenges of each of these? 7 mins 

3. What, if any, are the gaps / opportunities in Arts & Culture 
facilities in Banyule? Why are they gaps? Why are they 
opportunities? 

7 mins 

4. Having a range of different types / scale of arts facilities for 
diverse activities could be called a ‘hierarchy of facilities’. 
(see diagram) 
Do you think this exists or is possible in Banyule? Why/why 
not? 

4 mins 

5. If we could have what we really wanted, what would the 
‘hierarchy of arts facilities’ look like in Banyule? 
(...Thinking about the gaps and opportunities above what 
facilities would you need to add?) 

4 mins 

6. Thinking about what we’ve discussed previously, what 
should the priorities be for facility provision in Banyule and 
why?  
(…not just because sport always gets priority!) 

3 min 
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Topic 2: Participation and Partnerships 

Discussion Topic Time Allowed 
1. Develop a list of the opportunities that you are aware of in 

Banyule for people to participate in arts & cultural activity. 
Where do they occur? Who runs them? Who are the 
partners? 

5 mins 

2. From what you know about this range of programs, 
activities and events, what do you think the benefits and 
challenges might be? 

7 mins 

3. What do you think the gaps and opportunities might be? 7 mins 

4. How important / effective are partnerships in making these 
opportunities available? Why/why not?  
(…can you give examples?) 

4 mins 

5. What do you think this range of programs and events could 
look like in Banyule? 
….Thinking about all the above, are there different types of 
programs and events for different outcomes that you think 
should be available. 
You can draw it….or make a list…whatever works! 

4 mins 

6. What do you think are the priorities for programs and events 
in Banyule and why? Try to identify at least your group’s top 
5! 

3 mins 

 

Topic 3: Supporting Creative Practice 

Discussion Topic Time Allowed 
1. Make a list of all the ways you can think of that creative 

practice is supported in Banyule now. 
5 mins 

2. Are you aware of examples of support for creative practice 
being successfully implemented elsewhere? List them? 
Discuss and explain why they are successful. 

7 mins 

3. What gaps and opportunities can you identify in providing 
support to creative practice in Banyule into the future – in 
addition to what is currently provided? 
Consider: 
 What might help build creative capability and conditions 

for growth 
 What might stimulate innovation and wider creative 

impact 

7 mins 
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 How more people could be involved in cultural and 
creative endeavour 

4. Working your way through your lists above, identify who 
would need to be involved to put the support mechanisms in 
place – and why? 

4 mins 

5. What do you think are the priorities for supporting creative 
practice in Banyule and why? 

4 mins 

6. Now’s your chance to revisit and finish off or add to any of 
the above 

3 mins 

 

Topic 4: Communications and Marketing 

 

Discussion Topic Time Allowed 
1. List all the existing methods of communication and 

marketing for Arts and Culture in Banyule that you’re aware 
of. Note who is responsible for making them happen. 

5 mins 

2. Are there marketing and communication gaps and 
opportunities? What are they? Who should be responsible? 
What roles might different people or organisations play? 

7 mins 

3. Thinking about people with disabilities, people from different 
cultural backgrounds, families, young people and old 
people, are there specific marketing and communications 
tools and/or methods that should be considered to get the 
message about arts and culture out there? What are they? 
Who should be responsible? How would they work? 

7 mins 

4. Are you aware of examples of marketing and 
communications practice that is being successfully 
implemented in other places? What and where are they? 
Discuss and explain why they are successful. 

4 mins 

5. What do you think are the priorities for communications and 
marketing should be in Banyule and why? 
Try to identify as a minimum your group’s top 5. 

4 mins 

6. Now’s your chance to revisit and finish off or add to any of 
the above 

3 mins 
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Summit Survey Responses 
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Arts Plan Survey results – Raw Data 
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What’s your vision results – Raw Data 
More opportunities for teens to develop their interest in art. Mentoring programs 
with Banyule artists or exhibitions for young people 
Collaborate with La Trobe University theatre students re: performances at 
Heidelberg Theatre with marketing during Melbourne Fringe.  
Mini-genre festivals at Yarra Plenty Regional Library. Genre of choice could 
change year to year; crime, SFF, romance, etc.  
Craft / food market at Rosanna Parklands during summer 
Large scale art installation for kids - see Polyglot Theatre 
http://www.polyglot.org.au/performances/ 
Increase the arts offerings by the Neighbourhood Houses.  
Pottery & arts studio in Banyule!  In addition to classes, you can have an "art centre 
membership" like a gym where members can work. 
There are very thoughtful plaques in Germany to acknowledge Jewish individuals 
whose home was taken.  Inspiration for AU Aboriginal heritage 
Art work/ poetry should be made available at all train stations in Banyule to 
demonstrate the literary and artistic achievements of our city 
A well promoted venue for Melbourne songwriters/ musicians/ poets to perform 
regularly and arts grants to support local artists.  
Arts centre in N/E Banyule on a creek/river: art studios, w-shop & perform spaces, 
gallery, cafe, commun. hub, forums, festivals, gardens... 
Something like this hireable ceramics studio: 
http://www.creativespaces.net.au/find-a-space/kilnit-studio-workshop-1 
Expansion of Rosanna Library. Something like the Kathleen Syme Community 
Space and Library would be nice. 
An art collective working space / organisation for teens or under 25s. Similar to 
Growing Pains in Burrinja.  
Community gallery/shop or small spaces for craft and art collectives to sell artwork. 
Attach to cafes/theatre as in Salamanca in Hobart. 
Art collective / galleries / craft shop targeted at providing short courses and 
opportunities for retirees. 
Local Woiworung cultural and arts centre. Community meeting place for W. people, 
run by W. elders, with arts space, events calendar. 
Improved event filtering on the YPRL website. e.g., a way to filter out reoccurring 
events (so that one of guest speakers are easy to find) 
Local events incorporated into Melbourne-wide festival programs; Melbourne 
Fringe Fest, Sustainable Living Fest, Emerging Writers Fest, etc 
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Shaping Banyule Webpage 
The Shaping Banyule webpage feedback was open during March/April 2017 to 
collect information for the Arts Plan.  
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What’s your Vision – Shaping Banyule webpage 
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Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee Meetings minutes notes  

The Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee is an ongoing advisory committee of Banyule City 
Council. Its terms of reference and minutes can be found on the Council website. 

 

Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee BACAC Pre-Summit Meeting 
23/5/17 The Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee (BACAC) met to discuss the development 
of the Arts Plan and planning for the consultation session on June 6. 
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Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee BACAC 04-04-2017 
BACAC discussed the City Plan and Arts Plan and mentioned the idea of setting up 
a gathering and inviting community group, artists and organisations. 
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Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee BACAC 03-02-2017 
This meeting focused on reviewing the 2013-17 Arts Plan. The meeting also 
mentioned the Cultural development network planning and steps that will be taken 
on Shaping Banyule. 
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Banyule Arts and Cultural Advisory Committee BACAC 06-12-2016 

This meeting talked about the current plan and also the review process. The 
committee expressed enthusiasm for the Cultural Development Networks framework. 
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